We design bespoke living spaces for creative people.
We are Bloomint

An international design studio established in 2012. We work from Barcelona with clients around the world.

We are Manu Bauzá, Caroline Jaussaud & Caroline Savin, interior designers and founders of Bloomint design.

We bring our own multicultural experiences together to create quality projects with bold identities. We develop close relationships with our clients so that we can empathize with their story and create interiors specially customized for them.

Discover our universe composed of matter and emotions that we translate into livable spaces.
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We believe in the importance of establishing bold, emotional connections and creating quality experiences. Good design should tell a story and evoke pleasant emotions. Our interiors build a symbiotic relationship between the space and its owners, materializing their ideas. At Bloomint we design living spaces for modern lifestyles and aim to enhance our client’s well-being. Our commitment is to create quality & functional environments sensitive to contemporary ways of living, relaxing, sharing and working.

From the very first moment, we dive into the design process exploring the possibilities of the spaces potential. We invest time developing a strong narrative for each project, which is deeply connected to our client’s lifestyle. Personal habits and contemporary social behaviors are our main spark of inspiration. Communication and connection with the client are important to us for a harmonious collaboration.

Thanks to our multicultural approach we adapt to each country’s environment and culture, creating a unique interior proposal. Our concepts transform into livable spaces which are meant to be experienced not only aesthetically.

Our team can either custom design furniture or provide a skillfully selected collection. Love for quality designed objects & textiles and traditional materials merge, forming a perfect and authentic look. No matter where you are, we will always work with innovative design brands and skilled craftsmen. From natural materials and high quality resources, we make our decisions based on quality-conscious and eco-friendly components. These are key to a successful project.
**Concept and Storytelling**

In order to broach the Project, we start with a conceptual phase consisting in analyzing the space and the client's particular needs and desires. We deliver our first mood board and conceptual ideas emphasizing the story and the identity we would like to create, concerning the space, its environment and people.

**Design Project Management**

From the first sketch to the last detail, our specialists will map and organize the necessary tasks to create the ideal interior design project. Our team will be in charge of development and implementation phases throughout the entire project. This includes coordination, supervision and decision making on aesthetics and functional aspects of the design.

**Interior Design Project**

We develop a wide array of distinct quality interior design projects. Our team will gather information given by the client to aid in understanding the client's space requirements including aesthetics, special equipment needs and operational constraints. Our projects include final layouts for the construction phase and a detailed selection of furniture, lighting, sanitary ware and coating materials.

**Furniture Design Selection & Purchase**

We design made-to-measure furniture with detailed blueprints. We will also provide a thorough selection of furniture, textiles and decorative elements with prices according to budget. This phase includes: placing orders and the follow up of delivery, transport pricing and coordination, and setting up organization and final cleaning coordination.
**High quality**

We create **timeless & harmonious interior designs** for people to work and live in. We create balance between tradition & innovation to improve people’s quality of life. Our quality-conscious team prefers the use of authentic materials and skilled craftsmen.

**Customization**

We strive to create close emotional bonds between people, spaces & objects. We study social behaviors and particularly connect with our clients’ needs & wishes to develop functional, bespoke living spaces. Personal habits and contemporary lifestyles are our main spark of inspiration.

**Multiculturalism**

We are an international team powered by its multicultural approach and global perspective. Our cultural experiences help us understand our client’s stories. We design exclusive projects in Barcelona, Mallorca, and Geneva and have the potential to develop all around the world.
Our Work
Holistic Hotel

CAL REIET

Main House
BOUTIQUE HOTEL / A majestic 1881 mansion was redesigned - respecting the architecture’s historical heritage - into a boutique hotel with a main house, guesthouses a pool house & a yoga room. The new design inspires elegance, evokes tradition and nostalgia from its luxurious past. The atmosphere of culture, art and conviviality with which these rooms were once filled come alive again. Not one room is the same as the original furniture has been carefully renovated and special pieces were made-to-measure on the island to guarantee an authentic experience.

OUR ROLE
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
FURNITURE / TEXTILE SELECTION & PURCHASE
Holistic Hotel Cal Reiet – Main house
Holistic Hotel Cal Reiet – Main house
Holistic Hotel
Cal Reiet
Guest Houses
Holistic Hotel Cal Reiet – Guest Houses

AREA
1100m²

DATE
2015

CLIENT
CAL REIET

LOCATION
MALLORCA, SPAIN

HOTEL BOUTIQUE / A unique place to disconnect and be in touch with nature, practice yoga & meditation. The guest houses are closer to earth than the Main House, filled with scents of sea and almond trees. They elude a simple existence, free from any constraints. They open themselves to the landscape, re-establishing the balance between man and nature.

OUR ROLE
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
FURNITURE / TEXTILE SELECTION & PURCHASE
Holistic Hotel Cal Reiet – Guest Houses
Our work

ROSIC

APARTMENT
UNIQUE HOME / The new design is inspired by the neighborhood’s history. Outside, the labyrinth–like streets from the Born district experience contrast between the buildings’ shadows and Barcelona’s bright sun light. Inside the flat the same contrast has been applied to materials, lights & colors. Each atmosphere transforms based on its purpose. The perfect match between old & new, darkness & light, colors & white. Functional furniture and intelligent built-in storage was custom made to contrast with the uncovered old bricks, stonewalls & ancient wooden doors.

OUR ROLE
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
FURNITURE / TEXTILE SELECTION & PURCHASE
CHEZ MICHELLE / A sophisticated living space where nature is the main character. Surrounded by the mountains’ beauty, the house offers a breathtaking view on the lac du Bourget. Chez Michelle’s interior mirrors the Alps changing colors over the seasons. A path full of contrasts and poetry, both intimate and romantic, joyful and colorful.

OUR ROLE
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
FURNITURE / TEXTILE SELECTION & PURCHASE
DIGITAL LUXURY
Marketing Office
A CONTEMPORARY WORK PLACE / A poetic world filled with desire, style and exuberance: LUXURY. Between dream & reality, DLG reveals a timeless and elegant interior. The facade with its rhythmic openings remind us of the flashing scenes of an old black and white movie, therefore using the space like a sequence came naturally. Each corner becomes the representation of a vision, a dream, an ideal workspace for each moment and every need DLG has. A workspace that inspires calm, art, design, reflexion & creativity.

OUR ROLE
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
FURNITURE / TEXTILE SELECTION & PURCHASE
At Bloomint Design we love to engage with our community. Connecting and relating with everyday problems and situations is not only part of our methodology – it’s in our nature and culture. We participate in design talks, academic programs and seminars around the world trying to learn from others while sharing our experiences and knowledge. We are collaborating with ELISAVA Escuela Universitaria de Barcelona in their Postgraduate in Interior Design for Hotels and New Hostelling Program. We’ve also participated in NYC Design Talks and Grupo Via’s Workplace Strategy Conference among others. Our team looks forward to sharing and learning about design.
Some of our most exciting projects have been featured in well-known blogs, magazines, newspapers and even in editorial publishing design books. From Spain to China, specialized lifestyle journalists across the globe have put their keen eyes on us.
Barcelona office
Carrer Pere IV 29/35 1-4
CP 08018
Barcelona, Spain

General enquiries
Any questions or just want to say hello?
Drop us a line at
info@bloomintdesign.com

Call us
Dial:
+34 625 298 021
+34 653 406 225
or Skype us at bloomintdesign
We will be happy to hear from you!